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SUMMARY	 In order to obtain reproducible
measurement results, the arc burns on the axis
of a rapidly rotating glass tube (rotating
arc) . It is supplied with direct current of between
1 and 20 A. In nitrogen an increasing loss of
stability can be observed above 20 atm. Above
40 atm it was no longer posaible to obtain a
stable arc, due to turbulence. At the larger
stabilization tube diameter (5 cm diameter as
compared to 3 cm diameter) and also in the
presence of carbon dioxide, the stabilization
conditions became unfavorable already at 10
atm, as the pressure was increased.
The measurements show that the current-voltage
and the current-longitudinal field intensity
curves are of a decreasing nature, for nitro-
gen and carbon dioxide, also at high pressures.
Numerically, the values of the longitudinal
field intensity are higher for carbon dioxide
(approximately 1 1/2 to 2 times higher) than
for nitrogen, at the same current and pres-
sure. In nitrogen the longitudinal field
intensity is nearly constant at low current
a
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intensities h ^ A), as a function of pressures
up to 10 atm. Up to 5 atm there is even a slight
decrease, with increasing pressure. At both cur-
rent intensities above 6 A and also at pressures
above 10 atm, the field intensity increases bet-
ween 1 and 10 atm at a linear rate, even at low
current intensities and thus differs from the
behavior with nitrogen.
In nitrogen, the arc diameter increases with
increasing pressure, i.e., the current density
decreases at increasing pressure, in contrast
to carbon dioxide, where the current density
increases with increasing pressure.
The measurement results are related to the
known theoretical expressions for current trans-
port, ionization and energy, as well as an ex-
treme condition: Steenbeck's Minimum Theory of
Arc Voltage.
For nitrogen, we found that the course of the
longitudinal field intensity calculated accord-
ing to the theory of the smallest burning volt-
age, as well as the current density are in good
agreement with the measurement results, as a
function of current intensity and pressure. In 	 /58
addition, the results from the minimum theory
- that at constant column diameter the tempera-
ture is nearly independent of pressure and in-
creases with increasing column diameter - are
also in good agreement with the results obtained
from the measurements.
3
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I INTRODUCTION
	
(128)
A series of publications are already available on the electric
arc under °ncreased pressure. L. Duncan, A. J. Rowland and R.
J. Todd [1)* have studied the arc at pressures up to 10 atm,
x
0. Lummer [2) to 25 atm, G. P. Luckey [31 to 35, W. MatIt.eson
[4) to 6 atm.
While the test- of the first of these authors were intended to
verify the then existing theory of the electric arc, subsequent
studies had a special technical purpose: 0. Lumner tried to ob-
tain the highest possible temperatures, by increasing the
pressure, as well as increasing the light yield. It was also
W. f;athiesen's goal to obtain increased intensity and economy
for the electric arc at increased pressure, for illumination
purposes, while it was G. P. Luckey's goal to melt tungsten
for the fabr i cation of light bulbs.
Even though these tests were partially successful, they did
	 i29
not contribute much knowledge regarding the actual behavior
of the arc, i.e., regarding the dependence of physical data
on arc discharges on pressure,
The reason for this is that the electric arcs investigated in
the publications mentioned did not burn under conditions satis-
factory to unobjectionable measurements. They were short arcs,
throughout, in which mutual interference occurred between the
various segments of the discharge.
It was only the application of Zn effective stabilization
method [5,61 that made it possible to produce and study long
electric arc discharges under defined, clean conditions, as
shown by W. Grotrian's 171 first measurements and others, as
Numbers in square brackets indicate the References listed at
the end of this publication
4
Fthose by A. von Engel !,8,9,101. The main result of W.
Grotrian I s	 tests was that the carrier gas is of decisive
importance for the electric arc and that the nature of the
electrodes is secondary, in comparison. Since the column of
stabilized arcs represents the most significant portion of the
discharge,, the interest in experimental and theoretical 	 2
studies on this matter moved to the foreground.
In addition to the experiments with the electric arc stabilized
by air turbulence, arcs of high current intenswty at extremely
high current densities in the column were also subjected to
intensive investigation [12-15, 181. However, to date no infor-
mation has been published on experiments regarding the pressure
	 I
dependence of the individual process variables of the stabilized
column, above 1 atm.
While as yet there is no strict theory to describe the details
of arc discharges under a variety of conditions, the theoretical
postulates regarding the basic physical processes in the arc
discharge lead to equations that fairly adequately reproduce
the arc's variable measured under careful test conditions. In
this context the minimum theory has been particularly fruitful, as
first applied by M. Steenbeck [161 to the electric arc. It states
that under certain prescribed conditions, the electric, arc will
so adjust its variable magnitudes that its electrode tension will
adopt the smallest value possible.
Although no rigorous proof has been supplied yet for the validity
of the minimum theory, and its veracity is being questioned 1171,
according to the work of F. Kesselring [181, R. Holm, B. Kirsch-
'	 stein and F. Koppelmann [19,201, it does not contradict their
observations. However, because the radial temperature decrease
is ignored in the column, only an approximated description of
+r	
the actual conditions can be expected.
Since the minimum theory represents a still lacking but needed
5
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supplementary condition to the basic equation for the station- 	 `!
ary arc discharge, the current carrier equation, and the ion-
ization and energy relationship, it is in principle passible
S
to describe the physical magnitudes in the electric arc
a
column, without using empirical variables.
t
It must hence be considered of interest to verify the minimum
theory's applicability through further observational mau,;,1 al.
Studies of the pressure dependence of arc columns are
especially suited to this purpose.
Therefore it is the purpose of this study to perform the most
r
careful measurements possible on the stabilized column of a
direct current discharge, at different currents and pressures, ,130
and to relate the results to the current,and especially, the
pressure dependence of the variable quantities of the arc
column, calculated from the minimum theory.
II PROCEDURE
For the current intensities of up to approximately 25 A under
consideration, two stabilization methods can be considered; air
turbulence stabilization a,ccordinQ to P. ScheinbPrr (5-7) arrl rotatiha
arc stabilization according to R. Holm (9, 10). Air turbulence stahi7i-
zation is especially suited to the generation of extremely long
arcs, but has disadvantages. Based on a logical application of
Reynolds' law of similarity**, air turbulence stabilization must
x According to 0. Reynolds, we can expect mechanical similarity
betweei. two systems when "' ^^1':; ^''' ;+ ^' 	 where 1^	 1 2 arey	 - 4unat y
characteristic lengths; w, w are characteristic flow veloc-
ities.; ^t^, p2 are viscosi1ies 2and pl, p2 are densities. There
will be turbulence once the constant exceeds a certain charac-
teristic value (Reynolds number). The viscosity or internal
friction of gases is independent of the pressure (except near
the vaporization temperature). The density is approximately
proportional to the pressure, here. The radius of the air tur-
pow
	
may be considered the characteristic length.
6
4be expected to decrease considerably, at high presoui ,ec, since
the tendency to form turbulent vortexes - which is particularly
great for air turbulence stabilized arcs - increases proportionally as the
pressure does. In contrast, in rotating arcs under otherwise
equal conditions (tube diameter, electrode shape, angular ve-
locity of the air turbulence or glass tube, respectively),
turbulent vortexes and hence, stabilization disruptions, will
occur only at substantially higher pressures. i
In addition, while for rotating arcs the stabilizing gas mass
performs a purely rotating motion, especially in the arc's mid-
portion, and hence accomplishes a homogeneous release of energy
along the arc column, in the case of air turbulence stabilization
there is a gas mass translation superimposed over the rotation,
r
in the feed direction. Thereby the energy removal and hence the
longitudinal field intensity decreases along the arc column,
due to increased gas heating. However, at atmospheric pressure
this decrease in longitudinal field intensity appears to be of
subordinate importance [91, but at higher pressures the effect
is not readily apparent.
In addition to the above considerations, the application of
rotating arc stabilization in these studies was Favored,
above all by the fact that the rotating arc is particularly
a^
amenable to theoretical energy considerations, because it in-
volves only heat conduction and heat radiation for energy dis-
sipation, and especially heat convection plays no role here,
while in principle it can not be neglected in the air turbulence
t
stabilized arc.
Stabilization by the rotating arc principle occurs through a
high-melting point glass tube of either 3 or 5 cm diameter,
rotating rapidly around the column axis, impelled by a small
	 /31
electric motor over a cogwheel. The glass tube's rotation
rate could be adjusted within wide limits, to a maximum of
3400 rpri. Figure 1 (page 8) shows a section through the device.
7
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KEY	 1 Rotating glass tube 2 Driving cogwheel. 3 Lead
screw 4 Guideways 5 Sliding cradle
Figure I Rotating arc arrangement
The two arc electrodes consisted of high melting point metals
(osmium-iridium tips and tungsten) attached to a thin copper
sheat on the frontal side of a water-cooled copper tube. A
section of the electrodes can be seen in Figure 2, below. The
iJD rlh"'7 n1 LAI^^AY vn
	 4 0 ( 411
	 )
osmium-lriolum- (5)p/8ntrien
M (7)
KEY 1 Water 2 Screw cap 3 Copper tube 4 Copper
sheet 5 Osmium-iridium tips 6 Carriage (laminated
paper) 7 Nut
Figure 2 Arc electrode section
electrodes were arranged in a closed steel container, because
of the increased pressure, and were not accessible during the
experiment. The distance between the electrodes (arc length)
was therefore changed with the aid of an electric motor in the
pressurized container. The electrode distance could be read off
cutside of the container, through a special electric contactor
and transmitter; it could be precisely adjusted, to 0.02 cm. The
* :	 .v	
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largest electrode distance was 8.7 cm.
The pressure container had been checked to an excuos pressure
of 100 atm. Figure 3 0 below, shows a schematic of the entire
\J
KEY	 i Pressed glass 2 1 4 lertrode Lead-in 3
Auxiliary current 4 Power supply a Arc 6 Manometer
7 Cooling water pump 8 Rotating glass tube 9 Ground
10 Window 11 Recooling
Figure 3 Schematic of the pressure container with multiple
electric lead-ins, electric arc apparatus and water
cooling circuit
electric arc arrangement. The device for water-cooling the
electrodes can be seen, the multiple electric lead-ins for high
pressure, to activate ancillary equipment and the window for
photographic records of the arc. Th y^  arc is supplied by two
direct current generators in series, which can take loads of
up to 25 A at 1000 V, together. The ohmic resistance of the
cooling water, in parallel to the arc, had a value of from 2 to
3 ' 10 5 Ohm.
III MEASUREMENT DEVICE TESTING
Before beginning with the actual measuremen*,s at the rotating
arc, it was considered. necessary to identify any sources of
error, which can easily be present in electric arc arrangements,
to reduce them to a minimum by the appropriate methods, or
9
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conversely, to be able to estimate them, should they occur in
any event, to take them into account in the discussion of any m
results.
a) Effect of the stabilization tube's rata of rotation on the
column's stabilization
Just as in the air turbulence stabilized arc, in the rotating
arc stabilization depends, by its nature, on the rate of rota- /32
tio-4, of the stabilizing gas masses, and more specifically for
the rotating arc, on the rotation rate of the stabilization
tube, It is to be expected that in order to obtain effective
stabilization, i.e., to obtain an arc that burns evenly and
horizontally in the electrode axis, a minimum rotation rate of
TABLE 1 Minimum rotation rate in rotating are stabilization for various
pressures and current intensities. 'Tube diameter: 3 cm
r
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KEY	 1 Nitrogen 2 Carbon dioxide 3 Pressure, atm 4 Approximate cur-
rent, A 5 Minimum rotation rate, rpm approximately 6 Current A, appeox,
the glass tube was necessary, which in each case depends on the
arc's operating data.
In order to be certain of effective stabilization during the
electric arc measurements, in each case, this minimum rotation
rage was determined for various current intensities and pres-
sures, tenth by visual observation and through photographic
10
i/
records of the arc, This information is shown in Table 1,
above, for nitrogen and carbon dioxide. It should be remarked
that stabilization occuro slowly, at increasing rotation rates
and hence that the minimum rotation rate is not sharply defined.
The values shown in Table 1, based in every case on several
obnervationsp must hence not be considered precise measurement
values, but serve merely as indications for the measurements
to be performed.
As can be seen in Table 1, the minimum rotation rate increases
both with increasin g; current intensity and increasing pressure,
and is higher throughout for carbon dioxide than for nitrogen.
At 30 atm, complete stabilization could no longer be attained,
at intermediate current intensities and the highest obtainable
rotation rate of 3400 rpm. For carbon dioxide, however, under
the same conditions stabilization became disturbed already at
10 atm.
Further -li ncreases in the rotation rate - which were not possible
in the ^A­eiangement used ) however - presumably would have been
unau-..':vssful j since at these pressures, as we mentioned in sec-
tion 2, turbulent flow precludes stabilization. One may assume,
rather, that at pressures above approximately 40 atm, electric
arc stabilization by means of rotating gas masses is no longer
possible, with stationary electrodes, since then the minimum
rotation rate already lies within ranges in which interfering
turbulence occurs. The photographic records in Figure 4 show
the start of stabilization at increasing rotation rates. The
example shows arcs in carbon dioxide at 1 atm pressure. At low
rotation rates (Figure 4a), the arc occurs above the axis (more
readily visible in the diagram of Figure 4f) and has a nearly
horizontal position only due to the presence of the glass tube. /33
At higher rotation rates the central arc portions are already
forced into the arc axis; the edge portions, fur which the
stabilizing effect is diminished due to the friction of the
rotating gases against the non-rotating electrodes, are not yet
A
7--
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Figure 4 Effect of the rotation rate of a 3 em diameter tube on the
stabilization of a rotating are in carbon dioxide at I atm
so forced: The arc is generally quite unstable in this course,
and the point of support often rapidly varies its location. At
Figure 4c the minimum rotation rate has finally been attained
and stabilization is satisfactory. Further increases in the
rotation rate are without effect both on stabilization and on
the arc voltage.
b) Effect of t:1e stabilizing tubes temperature on arc voltage
If it is assumed that energy is released primarily by heat
conduction, then theoretical considerations on the energy
balance in the rotating arc indicate that the energy released
( and hence the arc voltage) are dependent on the stabilizing
tube's temperature. Since it is difficult, in this rotating arc
arrangement oriented towards pressure studies to maintain the
temperature of the rotating stabilization tube constant through
cooling, it became necessary to examine the effect of the tube
temperature on the arc voltage, as dependence of the arc vol.tagi
on current intensity and arc burn duration. In Table 2 (page
13) are shown the results of such measv^,ements:
12
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TABLE 2 Effect of burn duration of a rotating arc at constant current
intensity, in nitrogen at	 1 atm in a 3 em diameter tube, on
arc voltage
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KEY	 1 Arc burn duration, sec 2 Arc length 3 Current 4 Voltage
These measurements generally coincide in showing that the arc
voltage initially remains constant or decreases slightly, to
then increase more or less steeply after a certain time; this
	 /34
increase occurs sooner and is steeper at higher currents and
greater arc lengths, than at smaller currents and shorter arc
column lengths. At an arc length of 4 cm and at 1.6 A, no sub-
stantial change had occurred after, 3/4 of a minute.
This behavior by the arc voltage can be explained as follows:
the gradual decrease in arc voltage is related to the decreas-
ing energy release through heat conduction. The subsequent rise
in arc voltage can presumably be attributed to some interfering
effect, conceivably the vaporization of fat layers from the
stabilization "cube deposits; these tubes become quite hot, and
especially for long arcs (8 cm). When the fat vapors enter the
arc column, they are degraded to hydrogen, which causes the
increase in voltage.
These were orienting experiments for subsequent photographic.
techniques. The arc was always ignited by contact, at low current
intensities, and then rapidly adjusted to the length to be
examined. At low currents and pressures, approximately 4 to 5
measurement points were recorded, at large currents and high
t
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Figure 5 Current-voltage characteristics of rotating
arcs for increasing and decreasing current inten-
sity, for test purposes
pressL.Pes, only 3, 2 or 1 measurement points were recorded. As
a control, following the last measurement point the lowest
current of the corresponding series was applied again, and the
instruments were read*, If the control point showed a voltage
increase at this point, determined by an already excessive burn
time for the arc at the corresponding current intensity and
pressures, then the measurement series was either not used at
all, or only partially.
Figure 5 shows examples of flawless measurement series, for the
two arc lengths 4 and 7 cm, with the measurement sequence indi-
cated by the numerical order.
It can be seen that at a pressure of 1 atm and small currents
7-9 measurement points were taken with the tcm or respectively,
4 cm long arc, without any noticeable voltage increase occur-
ring. In contarst, the curve for the 6 cm arc length is an
example of a useless or only partially usable measurement series,
in Figure 5, above (1 atm, 10 measurement points). Here the
control measurement points already show significant voltage
increases, dine to excessive arc burn duration. In such cases'it
As a rule the current intensity was then - l ightly lower than
initially, because of the heating of the L	 °s resistance
14
P
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Ais possible to observe a weak glowing in the tube, once the arc
has been extinguished.
c) Effect of the glass tube's optical distortion on the photo-
graphically determined arc diameter
For a precise determinaT;.ion of the diameter of the arc column
burning along the axis of the rotating stabilizing tube, it is
necessary to know any possible distortion during the recording /35
(photographing) through the glass tube. The calculation from
optical refraction laws is not altogether simple. But since
this in any event would not take into consideration the special
	
a
characteristics of the glass tube used - index of refraction,
striation, not-rounded areas, etc. - it was preferred to perform
an experimental determination of the diameter distortion, on a
rotating tube. To this end, a strip of millimeter-graded graph
paper was affixed axially between the fixed supports, and
photographed. From several photographs so obtained, using dif-
ferent glass tubes, no radial distortion in axial segments could
be found.
IV MEASUREMENT RESULTS
1. Measurements in nitrogen
a) Current-voltage characteristic; at different pressures
Figure 6 (page 16) shows a family of curves of current-voltage
characteristics for a 6 cm are length at measured pressures
between 1 and 40 atm. The effect of pressure can be readily
seen: at constant current intensity the arc voltage increases
with increasing pressure. In addition, while at low pressures
the arc voltage decreases, up to the highest current intensities
measured, at higher pressures it already attains a constant
value, or respectively, it approaches the minimum known from
other studies C3). This arc voltage minimum is interpreted as
r
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Figure 6 Current-voltage characteristics of rotating arcs
of constant length in nitrogen, from 1 to 40 atm
an edge effect, in the stabilized arc.
We shall just add that at pressures of up to 20 atm there is
little scatter in the measurement points, but that at higher
pressures the scatter of the measurement points also increases.
In addition to a significant flattening of the arc coiumn, the
decrease in or failure of stabilization at high pressures also
causes increasing instrument restlessness and hence, increased
imprecision in the values read on them. Thus, the measurement
values obtained at 40 atm, especially, must already be considered
useless for any subsequent investigations. The current-voltage
characteristics obtained at other arc lengths produce families
16
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Figure 7 Current-voltage characteristics 	 Figure 8 Arc voltage depend-
of a rotating arc, in nitrogen at 1
	
ence on arc length in rotating
atm, for various -,rc lengths
	
arcs, in 1 atm of nitrogen
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KEY	 1 Arc voltage 2 Current	 KEY	 1 Arc length
Figure 9 Current voltage characteristics 	 Figure 10 Arc voltage depend-
of rotating arcs of various lengths in 	 ence on arc length for various
nitrogen, at 20 atm	 currents, for longitudinal field
intensity determination
of curves similar to those of Figure 6. However, we shall not
dwell any logger on the details of current-voltage char,;.cter-
	 /36
istics, since they are not particularly relevant to this study.
They are used only in arc column longitudinal field intensity
determination.
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b) Determination of the longitudinal field Intensity from
current-voltage characteristics
In order to determine the longitudinal field intensity, families
of current-voltage curves were obtained in each case, for dif-
ferent arc lengths, usually between 3 and 8 cm, at 1 cm intervals.
Two such families of curves - for 1 and 20 atm - are shown as an
example, in Figures 7 and g (page 17). In these families of
curves, initially the arc voltages Caere plotted as a function 	 /37
of arc length, at constant current, in the usual manner. As can
be seen in Figures 8 and 10 (page 17), the corresponding points
lie on a straight line, with adequate precision; this indicates
that the field intensities were constant, in the arc column
segment investigated.
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Figure 11 Longitudinal field in-
	
Figure 12 Longitudinal field in-
tensity Uh of rotating arc columns 	 tensity	 of rotating arc columns
in nitrogen, at I to 40 atm and 3
	
in nitrogen, at 1 to 40 atm and 3
and 5 cm tube diameters, as a func- and 5 cm tube diameters, as a func-
tion of the current i.	 tion of the current i.
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For each pressure investigated, a family of straight lines as
	 H
those shown in Figures 8 and 10 were obtained; each of these
families produced one curve for the longitudinal field intensity
i
as a funct:.on of current. Figure 11 (page 18) shows these curves
for all pressures investigated. Correspondingly, the families
of straight lines yielded curves for the dependence of the
longitudinal field intensity on pressure, with current intensity
as the parameter. This family of curves is shown in Figure 12
(page 18).
The two families of curves in Figures 11 and 12 essentially
represent the elaboration of all current-voltage characteris-
tics recorded in nitrogen.
Most of the current-voltage characteristics were obtained with
a stabilization tube of 3 cm diameter. This stabilization tube
was chosen because with it, it was possible
1. to attain better stabilization to higher pressures than with
the tube of larger diameter,
2. to have a lower risk of the glass tube shattering, due to the
high arc temperatures at greater current intensities, compared
to a tube of a smaller diameter.
The 3 cm diameter stabilization tube chosen thus made it pos-
sible to encompass a larger range of measurements both with
regard to pressure and to current intensity.
However, in order to determine the effect of the tube diameter
	 /38
in the case of rota`;.ing arcs - already known and established
for air turbulence-stabilized electric arcs - several series
of measurements were taken with a stabilizing tube of 5 cm
diameter. The results of these measurements, at 1 to 5 atm, are
f
also shown in Figures 11 and 12. At 10 atm, stabilization with
the 5 cm tube was no longer possible. It furthermore became
apparent that for rotating arcs the tube diameter also affected
19	 ^.
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the longitudinal field intensity: with increasing tube diameter
it decreases in the direction expected, for a given current
and pressure.
i
In order to be able to perform a numerical comparison of the
effect of the tube diameter on the longitudinal field intensity
in rotating arcs and those stabilized by air turbulence, a
measurement series was performed g also in air, at 1 atm. The
results of this measurement series are shown in Figure 13 below
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Figure 13 Effect of the tube diameter on the longitudinal field intensity
of air turbulence-stabilized electric arcs in comparison to rotating
arcs, in air at 1 atmosphere
for some current intensities. Simultaneously, this Figure shows
A. von Engel's measurement results for air turbulence-stabilized
arcs [91, at the same current intensities. The longitudinal
field intensity is higher for the air turbulence-stabilized arc
by approximately 30%, at all current intensities, in comparison
to the rotating arc.
b
We were unable to find any studies cf air turbulence stabilized
arcs in nitrogen, at various tube diameters, in the literature.
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c) Column diameter measurement for current density determina-
tions
Simultaneously with the measurements of the current-voltage
characteristics, electric arc photographs were taken to deter-
mine the arc diameter. Since for otherwise constant conditions
the arc diameter depends only on the current intensity and the
pressure - and more especially, is independent of the arc
length - it was not necessary to have a photographic record for
every measurement point, but only for the different current
intensities, at a given pressure. The photographic record - which
in the context of current-voltage measurements had to be obtained
as rapidly as possible, to include the conditions at the time -
was obtained at different arc lengths, depending on the condi-
tions.
The photographs were taken directly on silver bromide paper,
with the exposure time, aperture and other, adjustments remaining;
constant. Special efforts were made, in addition, to develop the
photographs under the same conditions, in terms of developer
composition, and development time. Figures 14 and 15, below, show
n
Figure 14
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Photograph of rotating arcs in nitrogen at various pressures.
Tube diameter: 2R = 3 cm
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c) Column diameter measurement for current density determina-
tions
Simultaneously with the measurements of the current-voltage
characteristics, electric arc photographs were taken to deter-
mine the arc diameter. Since for otherwise constant conditions
the arc diameter depends only on the current intensity and the
pressure - and more especially, is independent of the arc
length - it was not necessary to have a photographic record for
every measurement point, but only for the different current
intensities, at a given pressure. The photographic record - which
in the context of current-voltai,e measurements had to be obtained
as rapidly as possible, to include the conditions at the time -
was obtained at different arc lengths, depending on the condi-
tions.
The photographs were taken directly on silver bromide paper-,
with the exposure time, aperture and other , adjustments remaining
constant. Special efforts were made, in addition, to develop the
photographs under the same conditions, in terms of developer
composition and development time. Figures 14 and 15, below, show
it	 1,
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Figure 14 Photograph of rotating arcs in nitrogen at various pressures.
Tube diameter: 2R = 3 cm
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Figure 15 Photugraphs of rotating arcs in nitrogen and carbon dioxide
at various pressures and different tube diameters
some such photographs.
Measurements on the photographo were performed with millimeter-
scaled ruler; tenths of millimeters were estimated. In general
the diameter was measured at ttree positions along the columns
and then the average was obtain-:d.
In principle we can state the following, regarding the question
of electric arc diameter determinations in nitrogen: the luminous
arc column is not sharply delimited towards its edge; rather,
the adjoining gas portions - which are of only very liiAted
impertance to the current transport along the column [7) - are
still relatively luminous; as a consequence, the decrease in
luminosity at the arc's edge is less steep than the current
density decrease. Hence, in the photographs the intensely black
core area must be taken as the arc diameter, which is limited
outwards by the first somewhat unsteady decrease in blackness.
22
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After some practice, in spite of 
the 
undefined edge of the core
region it became possible to perform the evaluation within a
rol", tively narrow uncertainty range. It should be pointed out
that a more or less intense image of the Class tube io super-
imposed on the arc picture, The gradually intensifying metal
deposit that forms on the inside of the Class tube oquoo,- a
strong reflection of the arc light - after extended use of the
Class cylinder and due to the extraordinarily intense illumina-
tion - which in its intensity naturally depends on the arclu
current intensity. The now strong diameter increase of the arc
column with increasing current density can be readily appreciated
in Figures 14a through 14c, for arcs at 1 atm and different
current Intensities. Figure,; 14b and 14d show electric arcs at
the same current intensity and pr-issures of 1 and 5 atm, respec-
tively. The remarkable observation can be made, here, that for
nitrogen* the arc column diameter increases ) with increasing	 /40
pressure. For high current intensity arcs, the photographs show
that further pressure increases lead to no further recognizable
increase in diameter; this is illustrated by Figures 14d and
14e. The arc in Figure 14e has already attained so large a dia-
meter that it fills almost the entire gas space in the glass
stabilization tube. An increase in arc diameter is limited by
the influence of the stabilization tube, for further pressure
and current increases. A comparison of Figures 14f and 15a and
15b illustrates the increased failure of stabilization as the
pressure is increased from 20 to 40 atm.
Figure 16 (page 24) summarized the column diameters obtained
from the photographs of rotating arcs as a function of current
intensity, for nitrogen at between 1 and 20 atm. Figure 17 (page
24) is a similar summary for column diameter as a function of
pressure. Measurement on photographs at 30 atm and higher was
no longer possible, because of the increasing diffusion of the
edge, or respectively, no longer made sense due to insufficient
* In contrast to carbon dioxide, as will be shown later
23
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Figure 16 Rotating arc column diameter Figure 17 Column diameter 2r
at various nitrogen pressures, as a 	 as a function of gas pressure p
function of the current i
stanAl lization. Numerically, the two families of curves show
the increase in arc diameter with increasing current values
and at increasing pressures and above all, show clearly that
the arc diameter asymptoti:ally approaches a limiting value,
which at increasing pressures is attained at ever lower current
intensities (Figure 16). At a 5 cm tube diameter this limiting
value is larger than at a tube diameter of 3 cm, as can be se-n
from the broken line curves 4A Figure 16.
d) Dependence of current density on current intensity, pressure
and :Longitudinal field intensity
The current density
	
is obtained from arc radius r and current
intensity i, as j = i/nr 2 , assuming that j is constant across
the arc section. Strictly speaking this assumption is not
satisfied, since just as the temperature, the current density
gradually decreases, outwardly. But since this decrease in cur-
rent density is only slight and in addition could not be found
0
	 in the arc photographs, which were evenly black across the
entire diameter, the considerations below were in each case
	 /41
based on the mean current density calculated from the above
equation.
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current,i, in nitrogen at 1-20 atm 	 gas pressure p
For better visibility, the current density was not calculated
for each individual measurement point, but rather based on the
families of curves in Figures 16 and 17; the current, density was
then plotted as a function of the current, the pressure and the
diameter, in Figures 18 and 19, above and Figure 20, below,
respecr,ivel.y.
Figure 18 shows that at 1 atm the c1Arrent density initially
decreases steeply, reaches a minimum at approximately 10 A (for
a 3 cm tube diameter) and then increases again. This increase
in current density is explained by the fact that due to the
effect of the stabilizing tube, the arc can not increase its
diameter arbitrarily, but that this diameter mutt approach a
limiting value, which at most can equal the stabi.zation tube's
diameter. To the same extent that the arc diameter approaches
this limiting value, the increase in current density approaches
r
a limiting value proportional to the current intensity. Without
this stabilizing tube influence the current density in the arc
column would continuously decrease with increasing current,
"	 intensity. Naturally, at the 5 cm tube diameter the influence
of the tube wall on the arc is smaller. Hence the current density
25
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Figure 20 Dependence of current density on column
diameter, at various pressures
also decreases to lower values, as shown by the broken line
curve in Figure 18. In addition, the current density minimum
occurs at greater current intensities (approVimately 13 A) than
it'did for the 3 cm diameter tube.
At higher gas pressure, from 3 to 20 atm, in principle the same
characteristic course i^ obtained for the current density as a
function of the current, with a marked minimum, as for the 1 atm
case:. Since as shown above the arc's diameter in nitrogen in-
creases not only for increasing current intensities, but also
with increasing pressures, the influence of the stabilization
tube on the current density as a function of current is also
greater, at higher pressures. This is exteriorized as a shift
of the current density minimum towards lower currents (Figure
18). It is also clear, from Figure 18 that at higher pressures
- for instance, at 20 atm, for an electric arc - the current
density attain, unusually low values. For instance, at a current
of 2 A the current density is only 1.5 A/cm 2 . Without the effect
of the tube walls, the current density would of course continue
to decrease at increasing current intensities, even at this
high pressure. It would thus be possible to produce extremely
26
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4law current density arcs, in nitrogen. However, they could pro-
bably be obtained in a stationary manner only in gravity-free
space.
The influence of the stabilization tube on current density is
particularly clearly illustrated by the dependence of current
density on arc diameter, as shown in Figure 20. Since the arc
diameter of an undisturbed arc increases nearly proportionally
to the current intensity*, as shown especially by the curves
for 1 atm (tube diameters 3 and 5 cm), the decrease in current
density at low arc diameters is approximately inversely propor-
tional to the arc diameter. As the arc diameter increases
further, th y` current density decreases less steeply and attains
its minimum at approximately 1 to 1.3 cm diameter, for the 3 cm
stabilization tube and at approximately a 1.8 cm diameter for
the 5 cm stabilization tube. It is particularly remarkable that
this current density minimum occurs at nearly the same column
diameter, for all. pressures measured; the value of this column
diameter is always approximately one third of the tube diameter.
The minimum is followed by a steep increase in current density,
with the current density apparently approaching a value that is
substantially lower than the tube diameter and amounts to only
approximately two thirds of the tube diameter. From this it can
be concluded that the tube diameter does not affect the column
diameter directly, but rather, that the effect of the stabilizing
tube must be considered a thermal boundary condition. Even though
the stabilization tube is heated by the burning arc, for briefly
burning arcs - as in these investigations - it represents a
practically constant heat sink with respect to the temperature
of the arc column. Hence, an increase in the arc column deter-
mines an increase in the temperature gradient from arc to glass
tube and hence an inci^eased energy transfer by heat conduction.
However, the increase in arc diameter acts as an increase in
As can incidentally be derived also from the dependence of
current density on current- intensity
27
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KEY	 1 Current density
Figure 21 Dependence of the longitudinal, field intensity 11'4
on the mean current density j in the column of a rotati;g
arc in nitrogen at various pressures and current inten-
sities, for 2R = 3 cm tube diameter
arc cooling, to a greater extent the greater the ratio is bet-
ween arc diameter and tube diameter. But it is well known that
an electric arc reduces its diameter, at increasing cooling
	 /43
(181. In this context, we shall compare the influence of the
stabilization tube in the rotating arc here investigated, and
that on the air turbulence-stabilized arc. According to A. von
Engel [91, the minimum of the current density for an ai.r tur-
bulence-stabilized arc at 1 atm lies near one tenth of the tube
diameter. Thus, the influence of stabilization is substantially
higher than for rotating arcs, which is as expected, in the
light of the preceding considerations, since in that case the
energy removal from the arc column - i.e., arc cooling - occurs
not only by heat conduction, but primarily by convection, through
the stabilizing gas masses of the air turbulence.
If the longitudinal field intensities are plotted as a Pinction
of the current density, as in Figure 21, above, then each point
represents one value of the mean output density in the arc
column. Lines of equal output density are described by equi-
lateral hyperbolas. The measurement values plotted in the graph
for equal carrier gas pressures show an unusual course. It is
remarkable that they have a common unilateral osculating curve,
whose course approximately overlaps that of an equilateral
28
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hyperbola, i.e,, a line of equal output density. But this means
that the columns output density at different pressures and cur-
rent intensities can not fall below a certain limiting value.
This limiting value depends on the tube diameter, however, as
can be seen from the equally plotted curve for the 5 cm stabil-
ization tube at 1 atm; at increasing tube diameters it becomes
displaced towards the lower values.
If the output density is plotted as a function of pressure, with
the arc diameter as parameter, then for diameters between 0.5
and 1.3 we obtain a family of decreasing characteristics, which
at high pressures approach a lower limiting value.
2. Measurements in Carbon Dioxide
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Figure 22 Current-voltage characteristics of rotating
arcs of constant length, in carbon dioxide
at 1 to 10 atmospheres
The measurements were performed in carbon dioxide just as in
the investigation with nitrogen; the evaluation and elaboration
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Figure 23 Current-voltage characteris- Figure 24 Arc voltage Ub as a
tics of rotating arcs of diff,srent 	 a function of arc length 1, in
lengths, in carbon dioxide *t I atm
	
carbon dioxide at 1 atm
of the measurement results was also similar.
a) Current-voltage characteristics and longitudinal field
intensity
The current-voltage characteristics shown in Figure 22 (page
29) for carbon dioxide at various pressures (arc length 6 cm,
stabilization tube 3 cm diameter) depart from those obtained
for nitrogen under otherwise equal conditions (Figure 6) both
in their absolute values and in their course. In carbon dioxide
the arc voltage is higher than in nitrogen, for the same current
and pressure, and decreases more steeply with increasing current
than it does in nitrogen.
Figures 23 and 24, above, show the determination of the longi-
	 /44
tudinal field intensity, for carbon dioxide at ') atm, to indicate
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Figure 25 Longitudinal field inten- figure 26 Longitudinal field inten-
sity	 of rotating arc columns in sity 	 of rotating arc columns in
carbon dioxide at :,various pressures
	
carbon dioxide, its a function of the
and tube diameters, as a function of pressure p, for various current
the current intensity i	 intensity
that the longitudinal field intensity is also constant, in the
investigated range of arc columns. Provided the columns were
stabilized, this constancy occurred also at higher pressures.
Figures 25 and 26, above, show the dependence on current inten-
sity and pressure, respectively, of the longitudinal field
intensity in carbon dioxide. A comparison between Figure 25 and
the corresponding curves for nitrogen (Figure 11) shows that a;t
equal pressures and currents the longitudinal field intensity
is higher in carbon dioxide than in nitrogen, in all cases, with
a value almost twice as high.
	
Example:	 N2 at 1 atm, 2A, E = 26.5 V/cm; at 10 atm, 2A, E = 27.5 V/cm
CO2 at	 1 '	 "	 E = 51 V/cm;	 "	 "	 "	 E = 62 V/cm
In addition and with regard to the pressure dependence of the
longitudinal field intensity, the arc in carbon dioxide shows a
different behavior than in nitrogen, as a comparison of Figures
12 and 26 shows. While in nitrogen the longitudinal. field
intensity remains constant up to 5 atm, at low currents, or even
31
decreases, to only increase later, in carbon dioxide the longi-
tudinal field intensity already increases after 1 atm, with a
nearly linear increase over the pressure range studied. This
discovery is especially remarkable because for the carbon dioxide
arc studied we are dealing with a range in which edge distortions
due to the stabilizing tube are of subordinate importance, for
carbon dioxide much more so* than for nitrogen.
Figure 2" shows, in addition, the longitudinal field intensity
z	 as a function of current intensity for a stabilization tube of
4
a 5 cm diamter. The influence of the greater tube diameter can
be seen also here in the decrease of the longitudinal field
intensity.
b) Column diameter and current density 	 /45
It is already known from W. Grotrian's studies that an electric
arc in carbon dioxide at 1 atm looks different from an arc in
nitrogen (or air). Under otherwise equal conditions, the arc
column in carbon dioxide is more sharply delimited, of a smaller
diameter, whiter and more luminous than in nitrogen. The rotat-
ing arc in carbon dioxide here investigated showed this different
behavior in comparison to nitrogen also at higher pressures, as
shown by a comparison of the arc photographs for the two gases
(Figures 14 and 15).
The determination of the arc diameter from the photographs was
simpler to perform, because of the sharper edges, in carbon
dioxide, than it had been in nitrogen. While for nitrogen
stabilization was possible up to 20 atm, the arc in carbon dioxide
could be kept stable only to 6 atm. Stabilization was already
slightly disturbed at 10 atm, as shown in Figure 15f; at 15 atm
stabilization had already failed entirely.
Due to the smaller arc diameter, in carbon dioxide.
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Figure 27 Column diameter 2R of a rotating are in carbon
dioxide at various pressures, as a function of current
In Figure 27, above, the column diameter obtained from photo-
graphs is plotted as a function of the current. Naturally, the
column diameter increases with increasing current. While the
arc voltage and the longitudinal field intensity in carbon
dioxide show certain departure, in their pressure dependence
in comparison to nitrogen, the pressure dependence of the dia-
meter in carbon dioxide and in nitrogen is nearly opposite.
While in nitrogen the arc diameter increases with increasing
pressure (Figure 16), it decreases in carbon dioxide (see also
Figure 17, in the pressure dependence of the diameter, shown
	 /46
jointly for carbon dioxide and nitrogen). Figure 17 provides a
numerical ration of the arc diameters (nitrogen to carbon
dioxide) of approximately 1.6 at a 1 atm pressure. This ratio
is indeper^d ent of current intensity. At higher pressures it in-
creases more steeply, the smaller the current intensity is. Tt
has a value of 6.7, for instance, at 10 atm and 2A, but a value
of 3.1 at 10 atm and 10A. The fact that at higher pressures
this diameter ratio decreases with increasing currents can
probably be explained in terms of the increasing influence of
the edge, in nitrogen.
The current density, plotted in Figure 28 (page 34) as a func-
tion of current intensity, initially decreases for all pressures
at increasing currents, attaining a minimum, as for nitrogen
(Figure 18). This minimum is attained, at all pressures, at an
arc diameter approximately one fourth of the tube diameter.
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Figure 28 Current density in the column of a rotating
are in carbon dioxide at different pressures
as a function of the current i
In contrast to nitrogen, incarbon dioxide the current density
increases with increasing pressure, as can be seen in Figure 19.
V COMPARISON BETWEEN MEASUREMENT RESULTS AND THEORY
a) Arc column conductivity in nitrogen
The current density in the column of an arc discharge is expres-
sed in K. T. Compton's thermal arc theory [221 by the equation
where e is the elementuy electric charges
n-
 is the number of electrons per cm3,
v" is the mean diffusion velocity of the electron,
b- is the electron mobility, and
Cv is the driving field intensity*
Strictly speaking equation (1) does not include the entire
current density, but only that produced by the electrons as
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The number of electrons n- can be calculated, from the equation
^'	
91	 a^	
//``	
ti
given by Megh Nad Saha for the degree of ionization x**, as a
function of temperature and pressure, as	 /47
11 ,
 ..- x • ry .	 (3)
t
where N is the number of neutral molecules or atoms, respective-
ly, existing prior to thermal ionization,
p is the gas pressure in mm Hg,
T is the absolute temperature of the arc column, in °K,
k is Boltzmann's constant, and
V^ the carrier gas' ionization potential
Since the degree of ionization x for nitrogen, under the temper-
ature conditions present in the rotating arc - approximately
5000°K - is a very small quantity, equation (2) can be written
a' -- const . g" (P) - 1)-	 (4)
where the temperature terms are combined in gx(T).
k	 The quantity N of neutral molecules is directly proportional
to the gas pressure and hence we obtain the following expression
for the pressure dependence of the number of electrons per unit
volume in the arc column:
(continued from previous page) charge carriers, while the current
density caused by the equal number of ions present is not taken
into consideration. As is known, this approximation is permissible
because the mobility of the ions - and hence, their diffusion
velocity - is so much smaller than that of the electrons, that
their contribution to the current density is negligible.
The calculation of the degree of ionization X by the Saha
equation is possible only as an approximation, since the exist-
ence, or respectively, the occurrence of excited states is
neglected,.i.e., direct ionization is assumed, without inter-
mediate stages; in addition, molecular vibrations are also
neglected, among other things.
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The electron mobility U [equation (1)] is also pressure
dependent, since as is known, it is given by the expression
b
(p = mass of the electron). The mean free path of the electrons
X is inversely proportional to the gas pressure and hence
6	 1 ,
	
(cs)
We now obtain the following expression for the pressure depend-
ence of the specific conductivity of the arc column, j+U , from
equations (1), (5) and (6)
In the derivation of equation (7) we assumed that the ionization
potential V
i
 in Saha's equation (2) is independent of the gas
pressure. While this is true of monoatomic gases, it does not
apply to the molecular gases nitrogen and carbon dioxide here
investigated.
In the arc column the nitrogen molecules N 2 and the nitrogen atoms N
are partially dissociated* according to := ► '' , as a function of
gas pressure and temperature, where the degree of dissociation is
given by the equation
log . 1 -	 , 1,	 ._ 504t0. l;. +	 log!' .1.. 0,44 .3 — logl'(Y'),	 ( )
where W is the dissociation energy (W = 7.4V for nitrogen),
V(T) is the equation of state for N 2 molecule vibrations,
p is the gas pressure, in atm
While the following considerations and calculations apply to
nitro;Sen, they can in principle be extended to carbon dioxide
E
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If in equation (8) we matte the temperature constant, then we
obtain, with s4fficient precision,	 l)-l='. For a temperature
of 5000°K, which approximately corresponds to the rotating arc
temperature in nitrogen, we obtain the following numerical
values of the degree of dissociation z of nitrogen, at the
pressures indicated:
p	 1	 A	 a	 In	 ;^u to
0.0711	 0,035 010215	 ()'(118
The ionization potential V i of nitrogen molecules is 15.8 V,
but that of nitrogen atoma is only 14.5 V. Thus, at higher pres-
sures there will be fewer of the more readily ionizable nitrogen
atoms present than at lower pressures, i.e., the resulting
ionization potential V  
res 
will be lower for the mixture X.,!; 2 NT
at increasing pressures and hence, according to equation (2),
so will be the resulting degree of ionizaion, xres.
If the resulting degree of ionization x res is calculated numeri-
cally as a function of pressure - where a system of equations
must take into account that atomic nitrogen is more strongly
ionized by lower ionization work than corresponds to the
percentual proportion determined by thermal dissociation of
molecular nitrogen - then we obtain the rounded values shown
in the table below:
^ .nt
	 L-	 u	 ^	 1u	 ^	 : r
a^., l,^ r	 iG W	 LO - lO` G	 44 - 10` a	 4O= to `.q
This additional decrease in the resulting ionization potential
a*rvq •1)'-= 	 as a function of pressure, caused by the decrease in
the degree of dissociation of N 2 , can be equated to the following
power ranges of the pressure: wn-s.1, 	 1)-'I' to P-1.   Taking this into
consideration, equation (7) yields the following expression for
the specific conductivity of the rotating nitrogen arc:
= n - e • G = const	 ( 1') • [1)-2" to 1, 3.11	 (9)
1
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In subsequent considerations, for reasons of simplicity only
one power shall be used, p-711
This equation will be used in the comparison with measurement
results. It must be taken into consideration, here, that no
statement can be made regarding the pressure depen%-.*Aence of the
temperature function 6(T), since the temperature in the electric
arc was not measured, in this investigation. In order to allow
the comparison, we shall assume constant temperature, initially,
in equation (9). We thus obtain
i 
'___ const - 	 (10)U.
Based on the expectation that the assumption of constant arc
temperature would more readily be satisfied by rotating arcs of
equal column diameter, the specific conductivity was determined
as a function of pressure for equal column diameters, from the
curves in Figures 11, 16 and 20, and plotted in Figure 29 below:
-%,	 F 1 .	 -
\ X 41 I
V46 . locm N11".	 s-P 11
0,06
KEY	 I Measurement values 2 Pressure
Figure 29 Comparison between experimentally obtained
and calculated courses of the conductivity i ld• in
the arc column in nitrogen, as a function of pres-
sure. Tube diameter 3 cm (2r = arc diameter)
The same Figure also shows the course of the theoretically
determined pressure dependence of the specific conductivity,
expressed by equation (10), both for small column diameters
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2r z 0.5 to 1 . 0 cm and for 1.6 cm di.amoter1. Thus, the constant
in equation (10) was not calculated, but resulted from the
ada p tation of the experimental values.	 w
The agreement between the calculated and the experimentally	 l49
determined curves, in Figure 29, is surprisingly good. This also
indicates that the assumption of constant arc temperature for
equal arc column diameters, at increasing pressure, is accurate
within certain limits.
The temperature function CM in equation (9) can be calculated
e
numerically for various temperatures, from equations (2) and
(5). For the temperature range from 4000°K to 7000°K one obtains
the approximation p(T) 2zz J'i5 to P",. Correspondingly, at 50000K,
for instance, a temperature increase of only 10% determines an
increase in the specific conductivity by a factor of 4 to 7 (at
5%, a 2 to 3-fold increase). Thus, if for a gas pressure increas-
ing from 1 to 20 atm the arc temperature had changed by as little
as 10%, the good agreement shown by the curves in Figure 29
would not have been possible. One must conclude, rather, that
at least for equal column diameters the temperature remained
constant within a few percent, for the pressure range of 1 to
20 atm.
Figure 29 furthermore shows that the specific conductivity in-
creases with increasing column diameter (0.5-1.0 and 1.6,
respectively), but that the pressure dependence of the specific
conductivity j,V' can be adequately described by equation (10)
for any column diameter. From this we may conclude that the arc
temperature of a rotating arc in nitrogen depends only on the
column diameter, within narrow limits, with the arc temperature
increasing with increasing column diameter. It is assumed that
this temperature increase is caused by edge effect influence of
the stabilization tube, which increases with increasing column
diameter (gradual constriction of the arc column, which leads
to increased arc cooling).
t
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b) Arc column energy in nitrogen
In a rotating arc, the energy absorbed by a 1 cm length of arc
column, (^-. j , is eliminated almost exclusively by heat conduc-
tion. The proportion of energy released by radiation in only
approximately 10%, according to measurements performed on a
freely burning arc at 20A, and according to calculations for
a stabilized electric arc. It will therefore be neglected,
during the considerations to follow*.
Hence the following energy equation applies to rotating arcs:
r
r,
where R is the radius of the stabilization tube with the
	 /50
approximately constant temperature To,
r is the radius of the arc column, at mean temperature T,
X is the thermal conductivity*^.
We shall now consider the experimentally determined pressure
dependence of the energy absorbed by the arc, in nitrogen, on
the basis of the above equation.
The experimental values of C:'.a can be derived from the families
of curves in Figures 11 and 16. It is optional to keep one of
the experimental magnitudes constant, here. It is advantageoi.zs
x	 * There is no energy release by convection cool..ng, in rotating
arcs (provided stabilization is unaobjectionable).
This equation was derived for an incandescent rod of diameter
2r, with a surface temperature T, placed in a tube of diameter
r	 2R at a constant temperature To. Since the arc noes not have a
sharply defined edge at which the temperature is f - as already
mentioned in section 4c and 4d, respectively - also here only a
mean temperature can be postulated, for a mean arc radius r. The
small changes in the supposedly constant temperature To of the
stabilizatiion tube have only a small effect on changes in energy
release, because of the low thermal conductivity at the occurring
temperature of To, between 300°K and 400°K.
40
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to keep the arc radius constant, since in that case the arc
temperature also remains constant, is discussed in the previous
section. The right side of the energy equation is greatly
simplified thereby, and we obtain
(L ' Z )r , tonal
	
Collbt . %
	 RM . 	 (]2)
The energy U-i is shown in Figure 30, below for various radii r,
300
fi i	 .
'2r=tacm'
100•_
I.^	 4	 2/ -1,3 CIn
50	 _,,...^	 2P. 1,0 CM	 r
39^ .	 2Pr0IsCM
1	 2	 3	 5	 7 —' 10	 20 at
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Figure 30 Energy of an arc column in nitrogen as a
function of pressure. From measurements and cal-
	
culations using	 = arc diameter)
as a function of pressure. Figure 30 shows a family of curves
of decreasing characteristics. As the arc radius increases, th.e
curves become displaced towards the higher energies. If equation
(12) is valid, according to their course these curves should be
described by the function a = f(p), This shall be examined below.
As long as thermal dissociation is negligible - i.e., within the
range of low and intermediate temperatures - the thermal conduc-
tivity coefficient X of gases is independent of pressure*.
We have X.= K • p • cv, where K	 const., p = viscosity, cv =
specific heat; cv is independent of gas pressure. Furthermore,
we have p = '/3 • p • u • L, where p = density, u 	 velocity of the
molecules, L = mean free path length. Since both a and the
product p • L are pressure independent, so are p and hence X.
41
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However, within the range of thermal dissociation a becomes
pressure dependent, because
1. The equilibrium -Nz "-' r is displaced and a is different
for N 2 and ')r N, and
2. there is an additional 'neat transfer due to the dissocia-
tions and recombinations taking place at different sites.
P
The increase in the thermal conductivity coefficient Xx, deter-
mined only by the second process, is described by W. !Nernst by
means of the equation
wher; D is the diffusion constant,
W is the dissociation energy in V (for X." 2N it is W
7.4 V),
p is the number of molecules per unit volume, and
z is the degree of dissociation.
Using this equation, according to calculations by Ter Horst,
	 /51
H. Brinkmann and L. G. Ornstein [241, the following equation
is obtained for the pressure dependence of the thermal conduc-
tivity coefficient X for nitrogen, at constant temperature:
The first times indicates the fraction of the thermal conduc-
tivity coefficient due to the atoms, the second term that due
to molecules. For nitrogen at constant temperature, we have
;,
18	 i 1 1 ,5	 181
	
24,9	 t 1 { ^)=1- z
where K 1 ... K3 are constants,
R
42	 +^
f(p) was calculated for 5000 0 K from equations (13) and (14) 	 a
and the values of z given above for various pressures. The
numerical values obtained can be adequately described by
for the pressure range of 1 to 20 atmospheres.
Next, in Figure 30 (page 41) a curve a ; const • p- 4 was drawn
for each column diameter, equated to the corresponding experi-
mental value of U • i . The agreement between the curves 1, p,-^ a
and the experimental (t i-values must be viewed as quite good.
From this we can conclude that the application of the energy
equation to the rotating arcs is justified and consider the
agreement observed as further proof that the temperature in the
arc column is practically independent of pressure, at constant
arc diameter.
By means of energy equation (11) it is now also possible to
provide an explanation for the course of the longitudinal field
intensity in nitrogen, for constant current and as a function
of pressure, as shown in Figure 12 and already discussed. Let
us consider the field intensity for 2 A. In the range of 1 to
7 atm, (^ remains approximately constant and then increases
regularly with increasing pressure. It can be seen from Figure
17 that for 2A, the arc diameter also increases with increasing
pressure. The dependence of the arc radius r on pressure can he
described approximately by
In 1 ^ ^^-,^a ,
r
according to Figure 17.
As shown in the previous section, the arc temperature is constant*
to arc diameters of approximately 1 cm.
Obviously this applies only to the conditions discussed, N 2 as
carrier gas and a 3 cm diameter stabilization tube
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Hence, for this range the energy equation can be written
2:c
(p) ` coast . p ill . p-1l1 N= 041Ist `	 (1 t{)
r
or
C (N)r - c llm
	
const,	 (17)
i.e., for the pressure range just mentioned and a current of
2A, using the energy equation we obtain a pressui , independent
course for the longitudinal field intensity, just as it was
measured.
For higher pressures, i.e., greater arc radii, the temperature
no longer remains constant, but gradually increases, which is
r	 also reflected in an increasing longitudinal field intensity U.
c) Current and pressure dependence of the longitudinal field
intensity, according to the "minimum principle"
While in the two preceding sections - V a) and V b) - combined
measurement values were used for comparisons with analyt-
ically determined relationships, we shall now theoretically
determine the current and especially, the pressure dependence
of the arc column's 3 dependent variables e, r and T, individ-
ually, and compare them to measurement results.
In addition to the two previously discussed equations (1) and
(11) for the conductivity and energy of the arc column, respec-
tively, we shall now use a third equation, from the theory of
the lowest burning voltage, already used several times else-
where, in this context [18-201. According to this minimum
theory, the arc column's temperature and diameter mutually
adjust in such a manner that at a given current the electrode
r
i	 voltage - or the longitudinal field intensity, respectively -
becomes a minimum:
r
F S^
1
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(18)
p	 A	 {^	
7^	 7 / °. i
d 	 y 
01).d T1 cunnt
a) First we shall examine the dependence on the current of the
rotating arc's longitudinal field intensity:	 (,^' - /(i). To this
end we shall return to equation (g) for the arc column's
conductivity and rewrite for constant pressure, in the form
In addition, we shall need the energy equation (11)
(. t -^- ^^^ ft ' i. cl y'.
r
If we want to eliminate r from these two equations, then we
must approximate the logarithmic term by means of a power m of
r, since otherwise w- shall encounter unsurmountable diffi-
culties in the course of subsequent calculations. We shall
thus use
U.,i	
'„„./(y'),	 (20)
eliminating r, we obtain
i lit	 , `fin a — CO St 
	
(21)
r	 The determination of m is accomplished graphically.
_.
y	 In Figure 31 (page 46),	
ln!'i 
is plotted as a function of the
arc radius r, for a stabilizing tube of R = 15 mm. For an arc
radius of 2 to approximately 4 mm, which for nitrogen at 1 atm /53
corresponds to an arc current of 2 to 4.5 A, according to
Figure 16, 
p 
can be approximated by a =^', as shown in Figure
.31. For this "current range m is hence = 2/3 and equation (21)
becomes
is , C: _ U(f))s	 (22)sa —
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Figure 31 Replacement of 	 R by powers of r
r
This equation, differentiated with respect to T corresponding
to the extreme condition (18), yields
which resolves to
or
	
— 
ct^net	 (23)
^, s
For an arc radius of approximately 5 to 7 mm, it is possible -
	
as can be seen from Figure 31 	to	 approximate — sir by r 1 . For
lu
these limits of the column diameter (10-14 mm), at T 1 atm we
derive a current range of approximately 6-12 A, from Figure 16.
If in equation (21) we set m = 1 and perform the calculations
and the derivation with respect to T as above, then we obtain,
for the current range just mentioned,
	
COnst
	
(24)
These analytically determined current dependences of the longi-
tudinal field intensity after equations (23) and (24) are
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Figure 32 Comparison of measurement results and theory. LEA i)
at 1 and 20 atm for nitrogen and 3 cm tube diameter
are plotted in Figure 32, above, together with the measured
values, at 1 atm and 2 or 10 A, respectively.
Thus, not absolute values but the course of the longitudinal
field intensity - of greatest interest - is shown, here.
Figure 32 shows clearly that the nature of the measured current-
voltage curves can be substantially adequately described by the
course calculated with the aid of the minimum principle. It is
clear that the agreement can only be rough, since the approxi-
mation of the logarithmic expression by means of powers of r
is possible precisely only at one point, in each case.
In a similar manner we shall also calculate the current depend-
ence of the longitudinal field intensity in nitrogen at 20 atm.
According to Figure 16, for a current range of 1.5 to 3 A the
arc diameter lies between 12 and 14.6 mm, i.e., the radius bet-
ween 6 and 7.3 mm. For this range of radii we already performed
the approximation. We obtained equation (24) :
	 U' r. `' it -, . For
the current range of 5 to 15 A, from Figures 16 and 31 and
corresponding to m = 2, we obtain
(^ = const.
	
(25)
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Figure 32 also shows the measured and calculated curves at 20
atm. Once again, the calculated values were approximated for
comparison to the measured values at 2 and 10 A, respectively.
The agreement still is surprisingly good, even though the
assumption of energy release exclusively by heat conduction
becomes less and less valid, especially at the larger currents
and column diameters, because of the increasing proportion of
radiative heat loss.
R )	 ^^- /(7^) ; pressure dependence of the longitudinal field
intensity. Once again we shall use equations (1) and (11), how-
ever taking p into account [equations (9) and (16)]
i- — ^r°F;G °L f ,, • 2 r coast 
• J( YI ) , y:. ^•, 1) _,,a
	
(266)
and
Oollst - I-,
 • AT ' 7^ —,/4 ,	 (261))
Eliminating r, we obtain
7m	 , Lnr	 , ^^"tu 
° 4
	 (.onst
	
(`?(SC)
It can be seen from Figure 17 that for the pressure range of 1
to 5 atm the arc diameter for nitrogen at 2 A lies between 0.5
and 0.9 mm. According to Figure 31 we obtain, as an approxima-
tion, lu It
=cn,t^t r l^" . If in equation (26) we set m = 1/2 and dif-
ferentiate with respect to T as above, we obtain
7l • (S., - 2)1 14 = const,
or as a pressure dependence of the longitudinal field intensity
at constant current,
C^- ;- 7,-1/20.
	
(27)
In a similar manner we obtain, for 2 A and a pressure range of
10 to 20 atm,	 m = approximately 1 and hence (:v ),1i -`; for 10 A
and a pressure range of 1 to 5 atm, m = 4/3 and thus (S ^ v1 17
for 10A and the pressure range 5-20 atm, m = 5/3 and L^1)'/5.
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Figure 33 Comparison of measurement results according
to Figure 12 and the minimum theory. l'• "J(p) for N2
and 2R a 3 cm
This theoretically determined course of the pressure dependence
i
a	 is shown in Figure 33, above, together with the measured values.
Once again, the calculated curves were approximated to the
measured ones, at 3 and 10 atm.
It is especially interesting that according to the minimum
principle at low current intensities (2A) a decrease occurs in
the longitudinal field intensity, at increasing pressure, bet-
ween 1 and 5 atm. As Figure 12 shows, in some cases such a
decrease was actually measured.
y	
At higher current intensities and pressures the theoretical
curve significantly deviates from the experimental one, for the
reasons already mentioned (especially,• increase in energy loss
by radiation, here not taken into account).
d) Column diameter and column temperature pressure dependence
	 /55r
according to the minimum principle
a) r = f(p). From the two equations (26) and (26a) shown on
page 48, eliminatin U we obtain for the column radius r:
1
(28)
1 01')
 •4 'i 
. it ` ^m i
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or respectively, for constant current and assuming constant
temperature:
I
r - const • ya t
	 (09)
Due to the considerations expressed in the preceding sections,
at increasing pressure the column temperature can be assumed
constant only for certain diameter ranges, in each case (with
the temperature increasing with increasing arc diameter).
Equation (29), or respectively, the 'Constant in it, is hence
valid only for those pressure ranges in which temperature
changes can be neglected.
In order to allow a comparison between the analytically
determined values, from equation (29) and the measurement
results, the exponent m must be expressed numerically, with
the aid of the family of curves (31). We accordingly obtain,
for r = 1 to 4, m = 1/2, which according to Figure 17, at 2A
corresponds to a pressure range of 1 to 4 atm. Thus equation
(29) becomes
it :z comst
	 p))
Similarly we furthermore obtain the values of m tabulated
below (or for eq ,.iation 29, respectively):
str ot—wow ;W11wer	 'I
(I	 ... 4 2 1...	 4 1/2 r
10 ... 20 41.1 r	 a 1 U
5,5	 -8 111 4/3 r-- 7)3 Its
111 5	 20 513 p" it
KEY	 I Current intensity 2 Valid pressure range
Figure 34, below (page 51) compiles the experimentally (see
Figure 17) and analytically [from equation (29)] determined
pressure dependence of the arc diameter at 2 and 10 A. As can
A.
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Figure 34 Comparison between measurement results from
Figure 17 and the minimum theory. Are diameter
2r - t(p)
It
be seen, the agreement -.s excellent, at 2A.
For a larger current intensity of 10A, the agreement between
the theoretical and the experimental curves is not as good, for
the reasons mentioned earlier.
Aftre having concluded, from the considerations in in sections
V a and V b, with the aid of the measurement results for +L, i
and r, that the column temperature in rotating arcs is independ-
ent of the carrier,
 gas pressure, within certain limits, we shall
now analytically determine the pressure dependence of the arc
Vemperature, using the minimum principle.
R) Because of the temperature and pressure dependence of the
thermal conductivity coefficient a, we can approximate the
energy equation (11) or (20), respectively, by
	
U - i =-- coiist - r- , ltK , pq	 (31)
In conjunction with equation (26a):
i, -- eC111St . 9'= • l- . 71	 , b
we obtain, eliminating r,	 /56
UM 	 const . 1
	
(32)
it	 • h-
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The number of electrons (see equation (3)) is n- p x • N, or
approximately
tt 	 r„nak , '^ ^, 1' ,
because of the very small value of the degree of ionization x,
in rotating arcs; where x is given by the ionization equation
(2). The temperature and pressure dependence of the electron
mobility is expressed by b”:
G ^ el;utsC 
^r .
Therefore the product n--b- is:
?l.' • 1,	 c^on^^ , '^ I I,'d , J,^=,r.	 1 t ► 	 =^`
	 (33)
According to the minimum theory, equation (32) must be differ-
entiated with respect to T
	
s.	 ,V
d	 rf	 7"I
CQ11St	 a	
^a„jo. r,	 0t 1%''	 ly,( . 4 )
	
. 10	 x•10	 1,	 .3
or 0
and solving for T:
	
1, Fm 5040. In ]u, 6 'I	 (35)
)y
	
^	 1,12an
Whale in equation (35) the pressure itself does not appear, this
does not of itself mean pressure independence, for the tempera-
ture: the values of the exponents m and s and the resulting
value of the ionization potential V
i do change with pressure.
The pressure dependence of the resulting ionization potential
	
for nitrogen is very low, however, (1 `I ^ J^^' `i11 )	 and can hence be
disregarded.
The exponent s, which indicates the severity of the temperature
dependence of the thermal conductivity X, increases from
52
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Yapproximately 4 to 7 1 for the the temperatures between 5000°K
and 0500°K that occur in rotating arco in nitrogen. Since in
this case the pressure was particularly taken into conoidera-
Lion, it no longor appears here.
The exponent m undergoes the greatest changes, as a function of
pressure, for instar.ct, from 1/2 at 1 atm and 2 A, to 3/4 at 20
atm, as already established.
It follows that the temperature of the rotating arc depends
almost exclusively on m, i.e., that at constant column radius
the temperature is independent of the pressure, and that as the
radius increases, so does the arc column's temperature.
But then the statement of the minimum theory is in excellent
agreement with experiment, also with respect to the pressure
dependence of the are temperature, because even though the arc
temperature was not measured in these experiments, the consider-
ations expressed in sections Va and Vb on the baste- of measure-
ments of the longitudinal field intensity, the current density
and the column diameter have led to the ,just described result
on pressure dependence of the temperature, without applying the
the principle of the lowest burning tension.
We shall not attempt a theoretical examination of the conditions /57
of the rotating arc in carbon dioxide, because of the currently
evilly defilient knowledge regarding the considerably involved
elementary processes and hence, because of the impossibility
of calculating the pressure dependence, for instance, of the
number of electrons, or of the additional thermal conductivity,
within the context of this study.
A more precise examination of the minimum principle on the basis
of the measurement results here accumulated, by a different,
much more general method, will be performed in M. Steenbeck's
following article. There is also excellent agreement between
calculation and measurement.
	 t
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VI CONCLUSION
The investigation: here described were performed at the High
Voltage Institute "Neubabelsberg" of the Berlin Institute of
Technology.
T am deeply indebted to the Institute's Director, professor A.
hatthias, for making this study possible and for his interest.
I would also like to thank the former scientific assistants of
this ,institute, graduate engineers Czemper and Mochow, for
their help in the design of the test equipment.
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